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Outline

This paper introduces a hard-constrained, progressive insertion
text generation method, learned via insertion-based generative
pre-training

I Given a set of key words, the model will insert words in between these
key words, establish a new set of key words, the model keep repeat the
this process until a complete sentence is formed (satisfying certain
condition).

I Desired property: most important (informative) words (such as nouns,
verbs, rare words) are inserted first then lesser important words (such
as stop words and high-frequent words)

The model is pre-trained on Wikipedia dataset, then fine-tuned on
downstream datasets for usage, such as WMT News and Yelp.
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Taxonomy of Text Generation

Soft- vs Hard-constrained text generation models:
I Soft-constrained models:

F Approach: conditional text generation based on given set of key words
(with other conditioning information) P (X) =

∏T
t P (xt|X t,Keys)

F These models donot generate exact key words, they can just generate
similar words to the key words

I Hard-constrained models:
F Approach: often construct a lexical-constrained grid beam search

decoding algorithm to incorporate the set of key words

Autoregressive vs Progressive text generation models:
I Autoregressive models

F Generating each word based on previous words, e.g. GPT models with
causal language modeling

I Progressive (or non-autoregressive) models:
F Generating words simultaneously based on other words, e.g. BERT

models with masked language modeling

This paper introduces a hard-constrained, progressive insertion
text generation method
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POINTER Model: Generation (Inference) Procedure

Multi-stage generation:
I At each stage Xk, given a set of words, the model will apply seq2seq

prediction for this set of words
I Predicted words (except special token [NOI]) will be inserted between

previous words.
I We repeat this process until no additional word is generated, in other

words, once in a stage which all slots predict all [NOI]
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POINTER Model: Generation (Inference) Procedure

Desired property: the model will insert more important (informative)
words (such as nouns, verbs, rare words) in earlier stages, then insert
lesser important words (such as stop words and high-frequent words)
in later stages
An issue: the model may new repeating words at each stage e.g. from
a current word “and”, the model generates “clean and clean”

I Inner-layer beam search (ILBS), which aims to select most satisfying
words from the C best predicting candidates. 5 / 9



POINTER Model: Training and Data Preparation

Training: based on the inference procedure, the model will be trained
via seq2seq objective (most likely)
Data preparation: reversing the generation process

I We construct pairs of text sequences at adjacent stages i.e.,
(Xk−1, Xk),

I Each training instance full sentence X is broken into a consecutive
series of pairs (X0, X1), . . . , (XK−1, XK),

I According a dropping criteria, we reversely drop non-consecutive words
from the full sentence at each stage, XK → XK−1, until only 4− 7
key words remaining

Dropping criteria and formula, solved by a DP algorithm
I Reversing the generating process, we drop lesser important

(informative) words earlier, drop more important later
I We do not drop consecutive words at any stage

max

T∑
t

φt(αmax − αt)

s.t. φtφt+1 6= 1,∀t
where αmax = maxt{αt}, φt ∈ {0, 1} 6 / 9



Experimental Results
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Generated Examples
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Thank you !
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